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A 	•u suggestin 	e is still an attempt by the um c.a.:, the 
FBI and the 	A to thwart the authorities in trying to fine out 

what actually happened. 

It is difficult to say from ehich source that these attempts to 

thwart arise, there is no or:Um in my mind that the agencies of 

Government were 	not llmitoo to. thot, it's broader than thorn, 

I do not want an investigation to proceno not necessarily because 	' 

they are involved in some way with the assassination or but it ua: 

certainly suggoetad to me that thore were involvement by people c 

agencies of govt. prior and after the assassination in a manner 
that if it surfaced would perhaps show some dereliction of 

responsibility, some conduct that perhaps might be hard to ex lair 

For example why was it that the, an alleged conversation that 

Csuald had in ;isxico City which uas on a tape, never surfacec, th.  
the tape was destroyed that it lately appeared that that tape was 

not deetroyea until actor the assassination of ?resident Kennedy 
er those are areas that are very delicate and it doesn't mean an 

involvement in the assassination, it may, it may not, but it 
certainly ,ouggesto that something might surface that might be 
embarrassing and for, those reasons, and no othar,there were 
attempts to thwart the investigation. 

I wonder if we could perhaps talk about the episode of when Oswel 
pooportadly went to i'lexico, can you toll me what you fount] out 
happened. 

Uell I think we have to uncorstand its significance first ar 

there is some indication that rather than being in Haxico 

City at a certain time Oswald may have been in Callao and 

talking then about the assassination of Prosioent Kennedy and 

also somem indication that perhaps he was in the company of a 

certain CIA agent. That is disputed on the basics that Oswald 

could not have been there and he must have been in Mexico City 	;11 
ana part of the claim that he must nave boon in Mexico City is 
based upon the fact that he allegedly had gone Into the Cuban 
Embassy and had called or the :cussian Embassy and there was d 

wire tap which picked Lswald up in that phone conversation 

end that became part of the proof, ehowingUswalo could not have 

been in Gallas and therefore wa:L 	 City.-.. However the 

photographs allegedly of Oswalu going into the Cuban Embassy 
as we all know in fact uere not photographs of Oswald. Soccnoly 

it turns out that those photographs, even if they were of the 

wrong person you would expect thoy would be of a person entering 

the Cuban Embassy but it turns out they are photographs of 
someone entering the Russian Embassy and the question raised how 
could they so mix up evon what builoing we're talking about. In 

addition when we enquire whale were the photographs you took or 

people who unterod the khan Embassy an the nay in question, we a. 

told that the cameras did riot work that day and we then wanna 

start talking, I want. to talk to the camera people, I uanna fine 
out is that true and that's where we got stopped. In addition, h. 
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Ibt 	 How die you get stopped. 
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I never got that far, all hall broke lose and the er issues 
got diverted, we had to defend ourselves in terms of attacks 
by the congress and the press to continuo the investigation 
but in audition far oxample where was the tape convorsation.  itself, tape was destroyed, the CIA said that they hadr- re-used that tape prior to the assassination of president kanne0', yet the F81 has a document skating that some of their agents 
listened to the tape after the assassination of President Kennedy and the voice on that was not Oswaids, in act:titian the CIA prosented a transcript of that conversation, we had 
interviewed the typist who typed it up who said that the what, 	 transcript presentee use not in fact/was typed up by whoever 
it was wno spoke on that conversation. These are areas that 
I wanted to got into and at the time I did and started to 
make it dinar that I was gonna demand the appearances of 
witnesses, I was gonna get their documents, that's when the attacks really reacnea a crescendo in the Congress ano what-
ever er was loft uas spent really defending ourselves add 
just trying to just get the investigation to continue. 
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What did you see as the cause, the motive of those attacks. 
a 

Wall I think that er for sumo reason, and I am not a subscribe to a gigantic conspiracy, you know I was struck whenk Thuo 
Sandorson withdraw from the nomination that he had bean 
offered the handle CIA Director and ho said, and I'm para-
phrasing hero, that a lot of dirty streams combined to donuts 
the river, I put in the word dirty, he Just said a lot of 
streams combinoa but I think that's what happened hors in 
Washington, that there are peopla who do not want the invaat-
igation, there are branches of the meala that do not want a 
thorough investigation, there aro members of governmental 
agencies that do not want an investigation and it's a combiner; 
effect of each of these each having their own motives that 
was able to come together and as far as I'm concerned effect-
ively kill the investigation and letters going on, censors (?) 
just going through the forum and the motion of the appearance of on investigation. 
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I wonder if we could talk about when er Oswald proportealy 
went to Russia, what did you feel about the evidence tnat 
there was about Oswald's Russian visit. 
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and the autopsy evidence, have not been released by the 

Government; why do you think they have been retained? 

I - I don't know, I can't - I can't figure out xhak why 

they want to keep this part of it so secret, unless 

there's something in there that would ruin their theory, 

or would make them seem to have jumped to conclusions 

on their report. 

What do you think, and again I quote your own book, of 

the fact that certain portions of that autopsy ha( 

evidence were destroyed? 

Well I think that's just like some other things that 

were destroyed,'k like the note at the F.B.I. I don't know 

what reasons it was destroyed for, but you can only say 

that if eviaence - if evidence is destroyed, somebody, 

or someone in high authority, does not want that evidence 

revealed. 

><- 

Why do you think, and again I quote your own book, that 

certain portions of the autopsy evidence were destroyed? 

I don't have the least idou as to why they were destroyed, 

you can only came al: to the conclusion, if evidence is 

destroyed someone dopsn't want it to be revealed. Now 

why they would not want it revealed, that's something 

that I can't answer, but certainly all evidence, in any 

case, should be preserved, it shouldn't be destroyed. 

You have referred to the Warren Commission yielding to 

political pressure, and never examining the autopsy 
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Uell I didn't go into_ the cotail there but his trip to Russia 
raised a number at questions that we wanted to get into, for 
example when any American went to Russia and renouncou his 
American citizenship and subsequently changed his mind and 
wanted to come back to this ccuntyy, upon returning to this 
country there was a thorough co-briefing by the CIA, but with 
one exception as for as ue coulo ascertain, Cawala, area that 
raised a lot of euestions. why the exception, uny was ne not 
ciebriefed by the CIA. 

Shot 265/1 

In addition, uhon an American marries a Ressiani woman and 
attempts to got her back into this country there was normally E 
great deal of difficulty in getting the Resaian wife back into 4  
the United States. From the examination that we wont into, no or. 1 
has been able to immeeiataly come back to as this country and 	11,1 

,;t. bring his Russian wife with him, with one exception, aria that  
was Uswald and his uife Maria. 	These start to raise a lot of 
questions one we wanton to go into, not just the fact that it 
occurred er ? records about that, but we wantoo to fina out uhc 
wore t14‘e pLiople respomible for the decision making and who was 
it that pernapa spoke to the people inualvea in the decision -•. 
making and trace that back. 

Going back to Mexico City for a second, what was your feeling 
because of the various anamolies about the way they CIA behave 
what was, what conclusion were you beginning to craw from that. 

I I' certainly came to the conclusion that there was ,some actiui 
by the CIA with Cswald er prier to the assassination of Presidi 
Kennedy that in no way is toga interpreted as meaning that they )!4 
were with Uswald in aaeaseinating President Konnedyk but that 
they had had some contacts whether they were using him as a 
source of information in Russia, whether or/they were utilising !.): 
his name for some purposes I don't know, I never got that far 
along the road but it was mare than merely the fact the CIA 
and an Osirald aria never did the two meat. 

The CIA agent ? said that ha was asked by the CIA to help 
fabricate Guidance about Oswald having been seen in Mexico Lity 
do you find that plausible. 
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8. 
photographs, what sort of political pressure do you 

imagine? 

Ian: 	 I can't say for sure, but it must have been, you know, 

people in high - responsible areas of the Government; I'm 

just quoting now - I'm not quoting, I mean I'm just 

speculating, it could have been, you know, the - the 

Department of State, or it could have been somebody in 

the Presidential aide, some of those people, but as you 

have - as you have seen, from the Watergate incidents, 

that there were a lot of pressure put on people in that 

case, about certain thinr;s; now I can see how maybe 

therm vane peolokie ror people that held their positions at 

the time, would be trying to suppress certain evidence. 

[nt: 	 What sort of people, what sort of pressure was brought 

to bear on you at this end, in Dallas? 

cant 	 Well% the pressure that I received here was mostly to 

get all the evidence that we had and send it to liashington, 

and that was coming - I'm sure that came from Hoover, 

where it was coming from. lie felt like, I'm sure, that 

if he could get all that evidence in the laboratory up 

in Washington, then he could see what he wanted to do 

with it. Had it been left in Dallas, and - there would 

have been no cover-up of any kind of the evidence, what-

ever might have been raluxt revealed in that evidence 

would have been made public. And I think that's the way 

it should have been. The President's dead, the event has 

occurred, you're doing everything you can to clear it up, 

and I couldn't - I couldn't see why someone would be so 



9. 
secretive about some of the activities of the other 

agencies involved. As you know, the F.B.I. were adamant 

in their denial of any - any knowledge of Oswald, and 

the C.I.A. - they never contacted me to this day, that I 

know of, if they did they did it under a subterfuge of 

something else, because I was never talked to by a C.I.A. 

agent. 

nt; 	 v:ell lot's talk about the F.B.I. for the moment; the 

F.B.I. recently admitted that a note was delivered to 

their office here, by Leo Harvey Oswald, just before the 

assassination, and that that vital evidence was destroyed, 

on orders fromPCashington, and that it was actually 

thrown down the toilet. What's your reaction to that? 

an; 	 I think that it was a stupid thing to do, I think that 

any good investigator would want all of the evidence, 

and he would, do everything he could to preserve the 

evidence, so the idea that this - this, I know, must 

have been a part of the - the cover-up the F.B.I. was 

making, saying that they didn't know anything about 

Otiwald. If this letter had been made public, why that 

would have blown their statement altogether. 

nt: 	 You believe thnu they did know about Oswald. 

an: 	 I know that they knew about him. 

nt: 	 What did they know about him, do you think? 

an 	 Well they knew whore he was living, Adrian Jlosti(?) had 

attempted to contact him 2 or 3 times, and did contact 

his wife 2 or 3 times, so there's no doubt but what they 

know he was here. And there's no doubt but what they 
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